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Editorial
The start of the year has been a tad wet. I could have picked countless images to showcase this, I
settled on the above which I think epitomize's this perfectly. In the image is Gary Couzens, Nigel
Sisson and Richie Buckle battling it away at a recent EYCCL at Wetwang.
Above is Paul Nippress from the same race who clearly isn't letting the conditions dampen his spirits.
If you are racing in March please consider writing a race report particularly as we may not have any
races to write reports for....

Notices

EHHW
inter Fixtures
Saturday 14th March

Sunday 5th April

Pack Run ?Sproatley
Park Road Sproatley, HU11 4PG
13:45

Hornsea Rotary One Third Marathon

Sunday 15th March
Thirsk 10
Thirsk Racecourse, Station Road,
Thirsk, YO7 1QL
10.00
UK Affiliated £17.80, None UK
Affiliated 19.80
https:/ / bookitzone.com/ elizabeth_
wordsworth/ eBjFFX

Saturday 21st March
Pack Run ? Club
EHH Clubhouse, Saltshouse Road
Hull, HU8 9HF
13:45

Sunday 22th March
East Hull Harriers 20 Mile 2017
EHH Clubhouse, Saltshouse Road
Hull, HU8 9HF
10:00 - 14:30
https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com
/ new_race_page.php?recordID=201278
Gainsborough & Morton 10k
Morton Village Hall, Morton,
Gainsborough
09:30
UKA Affiliated £23.00 - Unaffiliated
£25.00
ENtry on the day available by printing
off the following form:
https:/ / tape2tape.co.uk/ wp- content/
uploads/ 2019/ 09/ GM10K- on- the- day
- entry.pdf

Saturday 28th March
EHH Winter League 6 ? Wawne 6.5
Wawne Village Hall, 36 Main Street,
Hull, HU7 5XH
14:00
FREE

Tuesday 31st March
Champagne League
North Cave HU15 2GJ
19.00
Strictly limited, see club notice board
for details

EHH Annual Prize Presentation

Densholme Farm Hull Road Great
Hatfield, HU11 4UX
11:00
£16.00 - £19.00
https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com
/ new_race_page.php?recordID=201283

Tuesday 7th April
Champagne League
Beverley Westwood, HU17 8QZ
19.00
Strictly limited, see club notice board
for details

Friday 10th April
EHH Winter League 7 ? Good Friday
Hill Race
The Half Moon 61 Main Street Brough,
HU15 1HU
10:00
Free - GUESTS WELCOME

Tickers for the annual prize presentation
are available now.
£12.00 per person. See Matty Hayes to
purchase

East Hull 20 - Buffet

Hi everyone it?s two weeks until the EHH
20 2020. The sandwich makers are all
ready to go. This is a call out for baking
please. Cakes, buns, quiches and
Runners must register their interest to sausage rolls or anything else you can
think of that hungry runners will enjoy.
run at least 7 days before the race to
If you can let me know (post on
receive handicap.
FaceBook is here:
https:/ / www.facebook.com/ groups/
162339058586/ permalink/
Tuesday 16th April
10156990104628587/ ) so that I can
Summer League 1 ? New Ellerby 5
keep a track of things. Thank you all you
miles
lovely people
New Ellerby Railway Inn HU11 5AP
19.00
Angela Alsop
League race series - £30 UKA Athletes,
£36 Unattached Athletes, Entries ?on
the night?will be accepted £6 UKA, £7
East Hull 20 - Marshals Required
UNA and will be allowed to win
individual/ team prizes but will not
Marshalls/ registration/ helpers needed
count in the Handicap. Entries for the - East Hull 20
Handicap league must be received by
That time of year again, anyone available
TUESDAY 7th APRIL to be included in
to Marshall on Sunday 22 March can you
the handicap for the first race
please add your name below (Post on
FaceBook:
https:/ / www.facebook.com/ groups
Sunday 19th April
/ 162339058586/ permalink/
Vale of York 10
10156974401873587/ ). Thanks
York Gliding Centre, Rufforth YO23 3NA
09:30
Nigel Sisson
UKA Affiliated £22.00 - Unaffiliated
£25.00
https:/ / racebest.com/ races/ vale- ofyork- 10

BarcelonaHalf MArathon
By Robert Weekes
The half marathon . It doesn?t even
have its own name, it?s the diminutive
relative of the marathon , not as
trendy as it?s big brother nor as
popular as the 10k, it sits in the
middle ground and is often neglected.
Have you ever actually trained for a
half? Me neither until Barcelona.
Half marathon pace is a beautiful
thing, sitting very close to your
threshold or ten mile pace , when you
spend time developing this pace your
fitness improvement is awesome.
Your marathon pace will feel easier
and you will feel stronger in 10k races
as you teach your body to work harder
for less effort.
Try it.
So after roughly 20 marathons I
decided to train for a 13.1 miler. As
usual I peaked late, not really nailing
any sessions until 3 weeks out when I
finally averaged 5:20 for 8 miles of
work around Humber bridge. Backed
up the next week with 8 mile reps
averaging 5:10 without really digging
deep. Finally the hard work was
showing and the dream was on.
To break 70 minutes you need to
average 5:20 pace or under and I had
been optimistic as usual but
realistically my training wasn?t
showing it until those two late
sessions. Right then it?s on!
I followed a standard marathon taper
for this race as I had never specifically
tapered for a half so stuck with what I
knew, basically reducing mileage by
25%the first week then a further 25%
the second week and reducing my
final workout to just 2 miles at target
pace 4 days out ( plus warm up and
cool down). I always end my final
three easy runs of the taper with 6x
100m strides the first two days and
4x60m strides the last day to get the
legs greased and feeling sharp.
Without the added bulk and bloat of a
carb load I was feeling sharp and
ready to race.
Made it to the start line, picked my
number up from Kris who had
collected for me the day before (
thanks bud! ), had a coffee, bag
dropped and changed, time to warm
up.
Standard warm up of a mile and half
with some drills and pick ups/ strides

, just enough to get a sweat on.
I had been fortunate enough to blag a
spot on the ?elite? start which gave me
front line position and an elite tent
zone with toilets and energy drinks
etc. This was awesome, Scott Overall,
Ben Conner, loads of other excellent
British athletes, the East Africans were
there as well as plenty of top European
runners both male and female made
this an unforgettable experience!
As we were called out to line up I was
stopped and instructed to go back and
cover up my East Hull Harriers logo
with my number. That was a new one.
Panicking slightly I did and went back
to line up, at the back , out of the way
of the fast runners.
We started and the surge from the
runners behind caught me off guard,
elbows out like a cross country race,
pushing and jostling trying not to tripwasn?t expecting that!
Keep it steady, my best chance was
even pacing and a relaxed first mile of
5:14 eased me into it.
Bang on pace through 5k in 16:34, 33
flat for 10k feeling comfy I knew it was
my day. I don?t remember any of the
course just focusing on the road ahead
or the back of a runner in front. I knew

I had to hit 10 miles in 53:20 and it
was a pleasant surprise to go
through in bang on 53 minutes with
plenty in the tank! All I had to do
was run 5:30s for 5k and I had nailed
it. 5:15, for mile 11, 5:29 - my slowest
mile by a long way mile 12 into a
freshening sea breeze, still totally in
control.
The 13th mile was 5:19 which should
have set me up nicely for a
comfortable sub 70 . Unfortunately I
had been relying too much on my
watch and not paying attention to
the course as the final 800m was
actually over a kilometre and the
ticking clock in the distance wasn?t
getting any closer as I threw myself
down the longest finishing straight
in Europe, crossing in 1:10:21 with
my dodgy garmin measurement of
13. 25 miles and an average of 5:19
no consolation at all. I was pissed
off!
So I did what all good Harriers do
and went and got lashed up ,
starting immediately after the race
finished at 10 AM and finishing
when my train arrived in Hull at half
past 10 that evening!
Here?s to half marathon pace, try it
you might like it!

SnakeLAnE10
By Ven Moverley
This was my second race of the year
and my 4th time taking part in this
race, I always get very nervous on the
morning before any race. But this race
I was extremely nervous as in January
and I had taken part in the Ferriby 10
mile and it was a disaster so I didnt
know how this race would turn out.
My dad came along as always my no1
supporter who always has too much
faith in me when I take part in races,
as I headed to the start line I was
excited and nervous and had in my
head that I wanted to beat last years
time of 1:27 and then if I could beat
my 2017 time of 1:18 I would be even
happier but I try not to get my hopes
up too much as it puts to much
pressure on myself and then I dont
enjoy the race and feel like I have let
myself down at the finish.
As everyone started to stand behind
the start line I didnt want to go too
close to the front but I wanted the 80
minute pacer behind me and the 70
minute pace in the seeing distance so
I could try and keep up with them.
Whenever I am doing a race and
people overtake me I always feel like I
am running as slow as a snail as they
seem really fast. But on this race I felt
like I was running fast for me and that
If i could keep this up for the rest of

the race I would be very happy.
Whilst running along I always say well
done to people as I run along side
them, I got chatting to a few fellow
running friends and asked them what
time they was aiming for and one said
71 minutes I said no way will I get that
I am just hoping to beat 1:27 I thought
If i could get anywhere near 71
minutes I would be really happy. At
around mile 5 I started to run along
side a young lady runner from Hull
and I asked her if I could try and keep
up with her and asked her what time
she was aiming for and she said 73
minutes and I thought wow I have
managed to keep this up for 5 miles, if
I keep can keep going like this for the
rest of the 5 miles I might have it in
the bag.
As this was my 4th time taking part in
the race I was aware of the course and
where the hills are so I always saved
something in the bag when I knew a
hill was coming up. I tend to not
always look at my watch on races as it
can affect how I feel running so I just
had a quick glance at it at mile 9 and
thought wow keep going nearly there.
As I was heading towards the finish
with 400 yards to go I could see the
clock tower which said ten past 10 and
I thought wow great I have done this.
As I reached the finish line and saw
my dad cheering me on I felt so happy

and overwelmed that I had managed
to do it, it was nice to see the east hull
harriers cheering me on and and
saying how well I had done. That is
what it is all about been a part of the
east hull harriers which I really enjoy, I
love the running family everyone is so
nice and friendly.

W
akingtonW
inter LeagueXCountry
By Gary Forrester
What a cracking course this is, a
good old fashioned x country race,
mud, hills, wind and rain. Whats not
to like.
I'd been struggling the last few
months with a niggling achilles
injury so my training has been on
and off, I'd train for a couple of
weeks then I'd need 2 weeks off, this
pattern repeating itself several
times, frustratingly not managing to
get any consistency going, but
thankfully this last 6 weeks I've
managed to be reasonably injury
free so I lined up at the start feeling
fitter than I had done for a long time.
We all lined up at the start on a mild
but blustery day, and with this been
the second time we'd done this race
most of us knew the route, sort of.
Starting in a field on the outskirts of
Walkington we were soon on our
way along muddy paths, boggy
fields and rolling hills. I felt pretty
good from early on so pushed hard
to keep with the familiar pack that
i'd been unable to get anywhere
near in the last few winter league
races. I was happy just to keep
Martin and Paul in my sights but as I
was feeling good I gave it a go at
overtaking them and see if I could
hang on til the end.
The wind was all over the place but
felt more into our face than on our
backs, Storm Dennis was on its way.
Still felt ok into the second half and
could see Vinny and Tony in the
distance but could'nt close on them,
in fact as we got closer to the end
they pulled further away and I had
no response. With its regular twists
and turns its a pretty demanding
course and so easy to go wrong, as I
later found out a few runners did,
easy to do to be honest, even
though there was plenty of marshals
out along the route, always good to
see a smiling face with words of
encouragement.
The last section involves racing

along the path leading to the sports
field, then a final gallop across the
field to the pavillion. Ran my socks
off and even though I was totally
knackered by the finish I can
honestly say I really enjoyed it, good
stuff.
The race covers a great course,
skirting the edge of the Yorkshire
Wolds between Walkington and
Skidby, and is far better than the
Paull riverbank race which it

replaced, so if you havent done it
before make sure you give it a go
next year.
Finally to top it all off I later found
out I'd won the male handicap, nice
one, well happy with that. Also
congratulations to Female
handicap winner Dawn Oades, and
overall winners Rich Buckle first
male, and Kirsty Wilson first
female.

Roundhay50
By Mark Gadie
Ok before I start, yes I?ts an LDWA
event, so it?s not a race and not even
strictly a running event. As a new
member of the LDWA (Long Distance
Walkers Association) I was
apprehensive what I was entering but
happy to give it a go and see the lay of
the land. After all Rudolf romp is a
LDWA event and many people run
that.
I am a member of the LDWA as I
worked out late last year that if I did 2
events the saving as a member is
about equal to paying the
non-member rates for their events, so
why not. This was my first LDWA event
of the year, the next being Springtime
in the Lakes 50 in April. Both of these
events are training event for my A race
of the year Lakeland 50. These events
are being used to test equipment,
nutrition and harden my body again to
ultra running.
The world of Ultra running is not new
to me, but it?s not recent either.
Having completed the Lakeland 50 in
2014 and 2016, it?s been a while, my
only other race greater than a
marathon was a 50k in 2016. I am
learning all over again the pain, the
pleasure and did I mention pain? .i?m
sure there will be more of that later
on.
Roundhay 50 was chosen due to its
length, proximity to Hull and as a
?gradual? increase in what I have been
doing without it being too gradient
heavy. It was not important to me that
it?s an LDWA event, it was about
getting the miles in, testing kit and
having an experience. Time to
complete the event was not forefront
in my mind. A 5am alarm on the 22 ndof
February and I woke to down some
porridge and jump in the car with my
number one fan, chief leg washer and
wife, Kristina. Arriving close to
Roundhay park at 7:30am I managed
to see the 8am ?walkers?set off. I was
setting off at 9am with the ?runners?.
Before I continue runners do walk in
these events and walkers do run it
seems. Also as the event is two
different loops from the HQ, some
people do one loop marketed as 28

miles and others do the other loop
marketed as 22 miles. It?s a proper mix
of people with large packs in walking
boots and runners in small packs in
running trail shoes. My initial
impression of the LDWA is that it is a
proper mix of people, and it is catering
more for runners than it maybe used
to. As a runner I was fully welcomed
and catered for, any apprehension I had
before the event soon put to bed.
There is mandatory kit and food you
need to carry. Maps, warm clothing,
emergency food and I was using an
Ultimate Direction vest, and running in
some INOV8 Terraultras 260 both
bought on recommendation. This along
with water does weigh you down? ..but
I was ecstatic with both the new pack
and shoes.
9am came and fuelled by coffee and
toast from the HQ I set off. Kristina was
running Roundhay parkrun and we saw
each other as she was running one way
and I the other. Roundhay parkrun
apparently is hilly and very tough in
the wind, more of that later. I fell into
the lead group of 4/ 5 people setting
off at a decent trot pace of sub 9
minute per mile. For navigation the 2
people I was with was reading from the
directions supplied. An example being
as per below:
1.1 Leave Church groundsTLon North Park
Grove.Xcrossroads (North Park
Avenue).Xcrossroads (The Avenue). At T jct,
at end of RD,XRD to tennis courts &TL. In
50m,TRdown ginnel. At end of ginnel,XRD
using pelican crossing &TLon RD. In
100m,TRthru gates into Roundhay Park
(SE327 382).
I was relying on my Garmin Fenix 3 for
following a supplied GPX files, but as I
was to find out a few times the more
reliable source of navigation is the
supplied directions; that said running
and reading is not what I was used to
and after I became detached I was to
learn that lesson. The group of 4 stuck
together for the first leg. Nice bit of
chat and relaxed, one occasion the GPX
trace sent me a slightly different way
to the directions the other three took
and it took me a few of minutes to
catch up as my route was slightly

longer, but that was here nor there.
After about 1 hour 50 minutes we
reached the first checkpoint. On offer
was egg, ham or tuna sandwiches,
crisps, half a banana and a small
chocolate bar. Having scoffed a tuna
sandwich, crisps and banana I
re-filled my water and continued
onwards while drinking a coffee from
my collapsible cup. I lost touch with
the three others I had been running
with, but I was not racing and I had
my GPX file on my Garmin to follow.
Having started back running I was
soon to get into touching distance of
the other three but never pushed it,
and as the wind really started to blow
decided that walking in the crazy
wind was the safer and more
tactically savvy approach. At this
point I need to say that from this
point to the end of the event the
wind was seriously crazy. It was
strong enough to blow you from your
intended running path, saw a few
blown over trees and had many a
small branch crash around me during
the event. Not ideal weather
conditions. Along with the crazy rain
of the last few weeks, often the
underfoot conditions were seriously
sloppy, running at times was
impossible. Forward motion was lost
by slip sliding all over the place.
Anyway that my excuse!
During leg two, this was probably
were I lost most time on the event. I
had issues which meant there was
lots of walking where I could have
and should have been running, and
without been crude? .I just needed
the loo. I eventually found a pub on
the route, ordered a diet coke on the
way to the gents, and paid for it and
drank it on the way out. Job done!
Running was back on the menu and
onwards to the next checkpoint.
On offer was a choice of bacon roll,
sausage roll or fish finger sandwich,
of which I had the latter with a
coffee. The next section is the one
that is least vivid in my memory, so
much so there is little I can say about
it. I know I was running fairly
consistently during this time and
having some walking breaks here and
there, but I was also passing lots of
other people, usually people that
started at 8am, but by the end of the
leg other people on the event were
few and far between. There was a
self-dib checkpoint in this section,

checkpoint Kristina was to follow me
though the door after getting a little
lost and apparently I was in
20 thposition. Soup was on the menu in
this establishment (a cricket club) and
it was so nice. Seriously tasty soup, I?d
redo the 50 miles for more of that
soup!
The next leg was both mentally tough,
and most painful as running was killing
my legs, but I was forcing myself to do
as much as possible. There was a
reservoir and the ground was good for
running and if anything I as too tough
on myself at this point, really harsh
with myself and really forcing the
running. There was a section after this
which was my lowest point where I just
could not run but I forced a march and
just got on with it, while having a bit of
a wobble mentally. Another self-dip
checkpoint and onward to the last
proper checkpoint, after another good
section of running and singing to
myself ?everyday I?m hustling? and
?everyday I?m shuffling? over and over
and over again. On offer here was
snacks and supermarket style pizza of
which I had a slice. Kristina was at this
checkpoint too, quick-ish stop and off I
went chasing two chaps down.

something I was not expecting but
seemed logical and I did what I was
supposed to do. Before arriving at the
HQ Kristina was waiting for me to jog
in a quarter of a mile with me. On offer
food wise here was a jacket potato
with a number of different fillings, I
went for vegan chilli. Probably too big
of a portion, but I am not one for
turning away food, so it went down.
The next leg heading back out
knowing there was 22 miles to go and
being tired was not easy, but was what
I was there to do? So after a longer
stop than I would have liked, off I
went. By this point my legs had
stiffened up somewhat, but I soon
buddied up with two others for a while
and that helped me get going
somewhat. Having said that it
probably took me 5 miles to get fully
loosened up again and get some good
pain free running in. Kristina surprised
me with an impromptu visit on route
during a section that was hard to run
on due to the surface but that gave me
a boost. Arriving at the next

Somehow I missed a gate and realised I
was the wrong side of a 10 foot wall,
this is where the GPX file slowly
showed I was diverging away from the
course. After about a 1/ 3 or 1/ 2 of a
mile and starting to worry I was getting

too far off course, I had a choice,
plough on or turn back and find where I
went wrong. I decided to plough on. I
was running on a grass verge the side
of a busy A road it was now dark and I
had my head-torch but eventually and
happily I saw a fence I could climb, so I
did. It wasn?t the easiest of climbs and
my legs protested, but job done. The
next section was a nice runnable
section which I made good progress,
followed by some nasty sections of
sloppy mud and a feeling of ice skating
style running/ walking. Knowing that
there is only a handful of miles to go
and being able to see the miles tick
down on my Garmin really helped.
Again Kristina was about 1/ 2 a mile
from the end waiting for me and we
ran in together. I was done, done with
the event and physically done. The
steak pie waiting for me at the HQ
though was lush. Honestly the food we
were given as part of the event was
awesome. Never knew I could run and
eat so much! I also never knew how
many layers of mud could attach to my
legs, so much so when home in Hull I
stood in a bucket in my back garden
and Kristina washed my legs, the perks
of being my number 1 fan eh!!!! ;-)
As this review is nearly as long as the
run itself, all that is left to say is that
this was an awesome event, and if they
run it again next year I would highly
recommend it. It was £25 for a LDWA
member and £40 for a non-member.

BrightonHalf Marathon
By Dave Wilson
Well, whilst everyone was seemingly
at Snake Lane, I was rocking the Red
Vest 275 miles further down south,
me and the wife merged the Brighton
half into our little staycation.
However, unlike everyone in
Pocklington, we were the first ones to
meet Storm Ellen hitting the British
shores, 50mph winds fresh off the
channel & heavy rains - of which
made it the most eventful race of my
life.
We stayed just outside of town in
Worthing, a seemingly short train
journey across, but the storm caused
a landslide on the track, causing a
delay to our arrival to the race by
almost an hour due to replacement
buses.

of thousands of runners?!
That's not even thinking about the 10k
middle section of pure angry headwind
that was to come.

The storm then proceeded to blow
over several sections of temporary
fencing and the baggage & massage
tents near the most congested park
on the athletes village, with
thousands of runners & spectators
struggling to get past each other in
the chaos. The baggage drop was
right at the back and despite us
getting there nearly 50 minutes early,
by the time we got to the bag drop the
race had started!

Head was completely gone. Gutted, I've
trained ace and everything has gone
against me. Zero chance of a PB or a
good time now.

Crap?! ! What are we gonna do?! ! !
We haven't warmed up and we'll be
starting literally at the back of a field

At this point I just got angry, weaving
in and out, running on grass verges,
wide lines so far off a racing line it was
unreal, fighting for some space in the

But away we both went, said our
goodbyes, and off we go. Mile one
should and would have been a
lightening fast mile with the wind up
behind us, it was my slowest by
almost a minute due to the crowding
of the back field runners.

heavily congested field. It felt like an
interval session, not a race, stop
start, stop start.
At this point I thought, shall I just
give up and just stroll around?
What's the point? Someone has
made a voodoo doll of me here.
But I managed to tick out some
decent miles and the form and
fitness felt bang on. Then we turned
into the wind, Jesus wept, it stopped
you dead at some points with the
gusts, but I had derrick ricketts in my
head talking about keeping your
form & technique and I did, despite
my head been everywhere.
As I battled on, I became more and
more enthused, soaking in some
fantastic crowd support - "bloody
hell you've travelled along way east
hull" - tell me about it!
I wasn't gonna let this beat me now,
not a chance, Roy Orbison "Penny
Arcade" playing in my head, I was
gonna use this wind behind me and
hammer the last 5k home, and that's
what I did - 6.19, 6.11, 6.09 step up
and play....... but where's the effing
finish line?! ! Well because of all the
wide lines and overtaking, I overtook
6905 people during the race and
started 11 minutes after the start! I
clocked 13.29 miles.....
But still managed 1.29.30.
Everything said give it up, spit your
dummy out, live to fight another day,
but I didn't. Mentally that was by far
my best race in the circumstances,
and I would have smashed my PB of
1.26.58 if I had a fair roll of the dice.
I'll just keep grafting and wait for my
day, what else can I do!

Contact
Any errors or feedback please send to
the email below
info@easthullharriers.com

